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Bands served beer in
Campus Clubs room
By Bryan C. Leblanc
Bands playing on campus have been
making a mockery of Ontario liquor laws
with the full knowledge and consent of
Wilfrid Laurier University Students'
Union executives and staff.
The Campus Clubs Room on the sec-
ond floor of the Student Union Building
has traditionally been used as a dressing
room for bands playing in the Turret.
These bands often have riders in their
contracts with WLUSU which call for
the serving of alcoholic beverages and
other refreshments in their dressing
room. Even though the Campus Clubs
Room is not licensed, WLUSU complied
with their contractual agreement to serve
alcohol in the dressing room. This is in
apparent contravention of the Ontario
Liquor Control Act.
According to a source, two members
of the WLUSU Board of Student Ac-
tivities were seen last Tuesday in the
WLUSU reception area putting two
cases of beer on ice in a gray bin. This
was then carried into the Clubs Room.
WLUSU Lounge Supervisor Terry
Steen said that the BSA is responsible
for delivering the alcohol to the Clubs
Room. "The BSA usually gets it (the al-
coholic beverages) in the afternoon from
the Turret of Wilf's" said Steen. The
beer in question is donated by the vari-
ous breweries and kept in a rolling ac-
count in the Turret and Wilf's refrigera-
tion systems. Steen pointed out that he
has nothing to do with the practice of
serving alcohol in the unlicensed area, as
Programming Director Marie Gilkinson-
Pringle is in charge of the entertainment
side of operations. "If there is beer down
there (in the Clubs Room) it obviously
shouldn't be there because it is not a li-
censed area" said Steen.
The chair of the BSA, Vice-
President: Student Activities Murray
Jose, says that it never really occurred to
him that the practice was illegal. Bands
have been using the Clubs Room ever
since the opening up of the Willison
Lounge to the public. "As it stands now",
says Jose, "we are looking for alternate
places. If we don't get alternate places,
and the people don't let us use the Clubs
Room then we don't get bands. Basically
there are no other places". According to
Jose, WLUSU has looked into getting
the Clubs Room licensed and it cannot
be done.
WLUSU President Karen Bird said
she was cognizant of the practice, but
was not involved. She stated that she had
brought the matter up with Jose about
two weeks ago and the matter was being
looked into. "We don't even know what
kind of laws and guidelines apply to us.
The rules aren't enforced on university
campuses across Ontario. People have
become aware of that" said Bird.
The Ontario Council of Student Ac-
tivities has embarked on a province-wide
investigation of liquor policy and prac-
tices on Ontario campuses. The task
force will visit WLU on November 14,
1988. According to Bird, the task force
will go through the various liquor laws
which apply to universities and suggest
measures to correct practices which are
incongruous with them.
"Our liquor practices are above aver-
age in Ontario", said Bird. "I don't think
that we are acting irresponsibly, gener-
ally. The specific problems are being ad-
dressed here".
Programming Director Gilkinson-
Pringle refused repeated requests for an
interview on Tuesday, the day The Cord
goes to press.
Cretien knocks them dead at the Uni-
versity of Waterloo: On Wednesday,
September 21 the Honourable Jean
Cretien gave a talk at the Physical Ac-
tivities Centre. He spoke at length about
the Mulroney Free Trade Deal and the
Meech Lake Accord. He pointed out in
his dress that Canada did not receive
secure access to the American market,
nor did we get a binding dispute settle-
ment mechanism in the Trade Deal. He
also feels that Meech Lake is flawed in
that it does not guarantee the supremacy
of the Charter of Rights. He favours an
amendment to that effect to the Accord.
Following his talk, he fielded questions
from the audiencr ranging from abortion
to thr French language in Quebec. He
said that in Canada "Nous avons compris
que e'est possible etre different et vivre
ensemble." Good words for a troubled
time. Cord photo by Neville Blair
Students aid in Jamaican relief effort
By Wendle Beaton
How would you react if your
hometown was destroyed within
hours? Your house, your school,
the places that you and your
friends had grown to 10ve...a1l
destroyed.
Three Wilfrid Laurier Univer-
sity students were faced with
such a dilemma when the places
that had been home to them for so
many years were devastated by
the worst disaster in Jamaican
history. On September 12, 1988
the entire island of Jamaica was
terrorized by the infamous Hurri-
cane Gilbert which left 36 people
dead and 700,000, half of the is-
land nation's population, home-
less.
Garth Levy, a senior student
at WLU, has been unable to con-
tact his family and friends in
Jamaica due to the damage and
chaos caused by the hurricane.
Crops w«re washed away before
they had even started to grow,
roads were obstructed and there
are major water and power prob-
lems resulting from the crisis. Ac-
cording to Levy, his town of St.
Thomas was one of the areas
worst hit by the hurricane in the
country. Nine people from his vil-
lage died in the disaster.
Lyndon Williams, a third year
Political Science student, was
from Clarendon, Jamaica where
he lived for 9 years before com-
ing to Canada. Williams has been
able to contact his father who still
resides in Jamaica and says that
the main objective for relief funds
is to send food as it is a scare
commodity.
Together, Williams and Levy
with the help of Mike McKenzie,
also from Jamaica, have set up a
relief fund for the ruined island.
The three have a booth set up in
the concourse all this week and
will be accepting donations of
food and money which will be
directed to Jamaica through the
Kitchener Church of God and the
Red Cross.
With the help of WLUSU,
Williams, Levy and McKenzie
will be hosting a JAMAICAN
REGGAE SUNSPLASH in the
Turret, Friday, September 30,
where a $2.00 donation will be
requested. All proceeds will go
directly to the Red Cross
Jamaican Relief Fund. Jamaican
patties will be on sale in the Tur-
ret as part of the fund raiser. The
patties will be donated by Betty's
Patties in Kitchener
Karen Bird and Heather Fran-
cis of WLUSU will be sending a
letter to the faculty explaining the
intent of the fund, as well a letter
will be sent to the K-W Record,
the Imprint and CHYM radio in
order to set up a community drop
off centre in the K-W area.
Williams said, "We want
everyone to come out and con-
tribute what they can for Jamaica.
Everything helps." The three
fundraisers hope to raise over a
thousand dollars for Jamaica and
according to Levy, "the students
have been so generous so far but
still there will never be too
much."
Students can make donations
in the concourse all this week and
money donations can also be
dropped off at the WLUSU of-
fices in the drop box. Make a dif-
ference for someone who needs
you.
WLUSU finishes year with deficit
By Jonathan Stover
The Wilfrid Laurier University Student Union
managed to ring up an operating deficit of over
$40,000 last year.
According to Donald Elaine, last year's vice-
president of finance, most of the deficit was caused
by "extraordinary" circumstances which aren't like-
ly to be repeated, coupled with other unplanned-for
situations which the union hopes to find solutions
to in the near future.
There may at least be some silver lining to this
particular cloud of deficit. Unexpectedly low profits
for both the Turret and Wilf's may lead to better
student services in both locations. Numbered
among those potential improvements are "pub-
style" food and a revamped decor in the Turret.
However, any improvements are dependent upon
money being found to make them.
Much of the actual deficit was created within
the bureaucratic workings of the union itself.
WLUSU salaries increased by $40,000 over
1986-87 levels, a jump of over 40 per cent. Blaine
attributed this jump to the increase in minimum
wage levels, and to the reallocation of some full-
time employees from the payrolls of the Turret and
Wilf's to the student union proper.
A near-1000 per cent leap in repairs and
maintenance costs, noted Blaine, was due primarily
to roof repairs which made up nearly $15,000 of the
$22,412 repair bill. The jump in office supplies and
expenses from $5,854 to $15,417 was chalked up to
the addition of a new phone system, and to the mis-
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taken reassignment of some
$3,000 in general election costs to
the office supplies column.
Also contributing to the
deficit were the disappointing
profits posted by both the Turret
and Wilf's during the 1987-88
operating year. With profits of
$89,000 projected in the budget,
the Turret made $67,832, while
Wilf's, expected to run up a profit
of $14,000, brought in $10,000.
Both profit amounts were down
irom their 1986-87 levels.
The former vice-president
said that attendance at the Turret
was down last year, and that the
union is looking into ways to
boost attendance again. That drop
occurred despite what Blaine
referred to as an "increase in ser-
vice" at the Turret, as more
money was spent on booking and
promoting acts.
"It's something about the gen-
eral atmosphere" he said in
reference to the Turret's "down"
year.
Of remaining WLUSU ser-
vices, the games room continued
to perform at its expected profit
levels, bringing in $45,036 for the
union. "The games room has been
very good to us," Blaine said.
The information centre posted
a small deficit - WLUSU only
expects the centre to, at best,
break even, according to the for-
mer vice-president - while stu-
dent publications rang up a rather
larger debt of $45,606. The ac-
quisition of a new computer sys-
tem for student publications
helped create much of that deficit,
noted Blaine.
WLUSU will be looking into
a number of new ways to make
money this year, Blaine said.
While the union is bound by its
Operating Procedure Agreement
not to infringe upon services of-
fered by the university, the for-
mer vice-president said that the
aforementioned improvements to
the Turret should be possible.
"We're trying to get away
from our dependence on alcohol
(for fund-raising)" Blaine said,
"and the university understands
this." "A lot of work will have to
go into this (creating new ser-
vices.)"
Blaine also said that the uni-
versity "will have to give their
blessing" to any new money-
making schemes which might in-
terfere with the university's own
services.
This years Board of Directors
has approved a budget calling for
a small surplus.
Beer in the Club?: Pictured above is the Campus Clubs Room be-
fore a recent concert. Shown is the beer supplied by the BSA for the
enjoyment of the entertainers. Cord photo by J. Jonah Jameson
News
Beluga whales disappearing
By Ian Morton
From outer space, the domi-
nant colour of the earth is blue.
Water, water everywhere -- it is
the life-support system of the
planet. Go ahead: drink; swim;
sail; take fish from the sea or
steer river streams through grain
fields. But fail to save our lakes
and seas from the abuse and
degradation we inflict, and watch
the world's waters die.
Recently, the plight of the
beluga whale has received a great
deal of attention from environ-
mentalists, politicians and pollut-
ing industries in an attempt to
rectify the situation. As a result,
the small, white river whales
were recently placed on Environ-
ment Canada's endangered
species list.
This designation basically
means that unless steps arc taken
to clean up the St. Lawrence
river, the beluga will disappear
from the waterway in a few short
years. During the last four years,
48 beluga have washed up on the
banks of the St. Lawrence river.
Researchers discovered high
levels of common pesticide and
organic pollutants such as PCBs
and DDT in the whales' bodies.
Some whales were afflicted
with peritonitis and perforated ul-
cers. Studies now complete sug-
gest that piro-a-benzene, a by-
product of high-temperature com-
bustion, is affecting the whales'
genetic material, producing irre-
versible genetic mutations. Many
of the whales showed symptoms
of poisoning from toxic wastes,
including a form of bladder can-
cer also diagnosed in other St.
Lawrence residents -- many
living close to the Alcan
aluminum plant 65 miles up-
stream from the beluga habitat.
Alcan, targeted as a major
source of much of the toxic pollu-
tion, has set up a task force to
look at the belugas' plight as well
as being a major sponsor of this
week's conference in Tadoussac,
Quebec. The conference has been
set up to look into the plight of
the beluga.
Alcan does not admit to being
a cause of the belugas' problems
but it will be part of the solution
said Jean-Guy Thibault, head of
the Alcan task force. Mr. Thibault
also noted that his company
recently began to speed up con-
struction of its newer, cleaner
$750 million smeller in Luter-
riere, Quebec. Hopefully this will
enable the company to close the
older plants nearby.
In turn, the federal govern-
ment has made a commitment to
spend $110 million to clean up
the waterway as well as setting up
a waterpark for the belugas, the
first of its kind in Canada.
The plight of the belugas must
be viewed as a preview of marine
disasters to come. We are running
out of time, and we can't afford
to waste the next 20 years in end-
less, fruitless debate. The oceans
are dying: that is a fact.
And when the oceans die,
everything die. That includes the
murderers.
Us.
WE ALL NEED
TO KNOW
BY
WILL POWELL
POLICY is POLICY is POLICY.
The students of W.L.U. and paying members of W.L.U.S.U. are
the victims of double standards according to the policy established by
the administrators of our Union and the implementation of this
policy. Why is it that the students who directly fund W.L.U.S.U.
through student fees, $2.10 a beer in the lounges, and $2.40/hour to
play pool in the Games Room, are subjected to inconsistencies and
discrimination by their elected (acclaimed) leaders.
Many of the policies that have been established and accepted by
this administration are tossed away at the discretion of these individu-
als.
A smoking policy was approved in the summer of 1987 with
smoking allowed only in certain areas in the Student Union Building
(SUB). These smoking areas are, the Turret, the T.V. Lounge, and the
smoking section in Wilf's. Why then are bands that come to Laurier
allowed to smoke in the Campus Clubs Office?
Why are these same bands provided with free alcohol as per the
terms of the bands contract and then allowed to consume this alcohol
in a designated public area? This not only breaks policy as estab-
lished by W.L.U.S.U. but it is also against the law. Many of us can at-
test to this as we have had to pay those nasty little fifty-three'ers. It
would be rather embarrassing if Ms. Bird or any other member of
W.L.U.S.U.'s administration had to pay a fifty-three'er on behalf of
the Students' Union.
The Operations Management Board (OMB) approved an expendi-
ture of $3500.00 for frosh week. According to the by-laws of
W.L.U.S.U. the OMB can only authorize expenditures of $1000.00 or
less. Anything above this must be approved by a two-thirds vote of
the Board of Directors of W.L.U.S.U.
The employees of the Turret and Wilf's are allowed to purchase
two alcoholic beverages for consumption after hours. This too is in
direct conflict with the by-laws of W.L.U.S.U. and the liquor licens-
ing laws of Ontario. I agree that the employees should be rewarded
for their hard work but not if the reward is in conflict with the law.
Policy at W.L.U.S.U. is set so that all members of the Union can
benefit from it. I'm sure that the leaders of W.L.U.S.U. are capable of
following the rules as we are all expected to. They have a responsibil-
ity, as elected officials to make sure that these policies and by-laws
are upheld and practiced. As voters and paying members of
W.L.U.S.U. we have the right to expect consistency in the application
of these rules, which are made to benefit us all.
Prof passes away
By Jonathan Stover
WLU lost a friend this week,
as Dr. Kenneth McDowell, a
professor of mathematics, passed
away suddenly on the night of
September 26.
Dr. McDowell was born on
August 6, 1947, and had been an
Associate Professor in Laurier's
Mathematics Department since
1974. A native of Hamilton,
McDowell had attended
McMaster University, receiving
his B.Sc., M.Sc. and Ph.D. from
that university, the last in 1974.
Dr. Stephen Stack of the
WLU math department said that
McDowell's sudden death was a
"great loss to both the department
and the university."
Stack described Dr.
McDowell as having been highly-
regarded by pupils and staff alike.
"He was seen by his students as
one of the best teachers in the
university." Dr. McDowell had
specialized in several areas of Al-
gebra, including Semi-Group
Theory, Ring Theory, and
Homological Algebra.
Dr. McDowell is survived by
a wife and a son. Private services
are to be held for members of the
family and close friends.
Resignations etc...
By Frances McAneney
The resignations of three members of the Department of Univer-
sity Affairs is only one in a series of events that have occurred within
the Wilfrid Laurier University Students' Union this term.
Personal and educational reasons were cited by both the Liaison
Commissioner, Tony Pang, and Services Commissioner, Lisa Wilson
as reasons for their resignation. The Health Plan Coordinator, Gesa
Wisch, also resigned as she transferred to a university in France.
In other news, two candidates, Maureen McGuire and Lisa Sum-
ner, are running for the position of Music Director on the Students'
Union Board of Directors while Business Director Rick Cadman has
been recently acclaimed. Elections for Music Director will be held at
the general meeting of the Students' Union on October 13.
At that same meeting, both the approval of various financial
changes and authorization to alter by-law 11 of the Students Union's
by-laws will occur.
The proposed amendment to by-law 11 will enable all the Busi-
ness, Arts and Science, and Music Directors to be elected at large
rather than the present system wherein each director is elected by
their specific faculty.
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Toronto students
work for apartheid
TORONTO (CUP) -- Seven Canadian
engineering students spent last summer
working in South Africa, after being
recruited from their universities by a South
African mining company.
Two company representatives
visited the universities of British
Columbia, Alberta, McGill,
Toronto and Queen's, and the
Technical University of Nova
Scotia. Jenny Crisp, a recruitment
officer for Anglo American
Corp., and Bunny Barlin, techni-
cal consultant to the president at
Hudson Bay Mining and Smelt-
ing, a Canadian subsidiary, hired
third year engineering students
from every school but Queen's.
And Anglo American con-
ducted its recruitment campaign
through engineering professors
rather than through the schools,
according to participants.
The company flew the stu-
dents to South Africa, put them
up in large housing complexes,
gave them a company car on
weekends, and took them on
sight-seeing tours, said recently-
returned University of Toronto
engineering student lan Glazier.
The seven worked in the com-
pany's diamond mines, both in
the office and below the ground.
"We're hoping that the stu-
dents had such a good time that
they'd be happy to go back," said
Barlin, who once worked for
Anglo American in Zambia.
"They (Anglo) treated us very
well," said Glazier, who worked
in the west coast town of Klein-
zee, six hours north of Capetown.
"I'd love to go back for a holiday
but not to work (because Canada
has) better job opportunities."
Glazier and Barlin said Anglo
needs to recruit outside South Af-
rica because engineers within the
country are scarce.
"There's only two universities
in South Africa where you can
study metallurgy," Glazier said.
"Only 25 graduates per year are
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produced. Anglo needs about 100
students per year."
"The interest was quite re-
markable," said Barlin. "The
political situation in South Africa
was something that was never
discussed."
"Most engineers are practical
enough to realize that it was a
job," Glazier added. "They don't
get emotional over that.
"I liked the idea of going to
South Africa. I never saw any-
thing like what is portrayed in the
Canadian media."
But anti-apartheid activists
see the situation differently.
"They (Anglo) are enjoying
the spoils of apartheid," said
Madoda Mngadi, co-ordinator of
the Biko-Malcolm Coalition, a
Toronto anti-apartheid group.
"These naive young people have
been manipulated. Anyone could
think that everything is OK under
such skillful direction.
"My father worked in an of-
fice at Anglo. It was very oppres-
sive. My father had a high educa-
tion, but couldn't advance quick-
ly because he was black. Whites
who got into Anglo with less edu-
cation were promoted before my
father."
At the University of Toronto,
president George Connell said he
is not aware of yVgl°' s
campaign, but added that the
recruitment of students by South
African companies does not vio-
late the university's divestment
policy.
Last January, U of T's gov-
erning council agreed to sell the
university's holdings in com-
panies doing business with South
Africa.
"I certainly don't think that
the university would want to con-
trol the movements of faculty and
staff. It's up to everyone to make
their own decisions and choices,"
said Connell.
Glazier said the program offi-
cially has nothing to do with the
universities.
"It was just a case of knowing
a few friends," he said, adding
that in U of T's case, recruiter
Barlin knew metallurgy and
materials science professor Glen
Dobby.
Dobby said he agreed to help
Crisp and Barlin for the benefit of
his students.
"Actually, I wasn't sure that
they should come, because of the
political problems in South Afri-
ca," he said. "In the end (I de-
cided) why not have them come
out and see what the story's
about."
Dobby was not impressed by
Anglo's summer program and de-
cided not to invite the company
back.
"This fellow (Glazier) who
came back from South Africa
didn't make any money. There's
no sense for Anglo to come back.
Politically, it doesn't make sense.
Our students can get better jobs in
Canada."
John Patterson, a mining
professor at Queen's, says no one
from Queen's worked for Anglo
because of the devalued rand and
better job opportunities in Cana-
da.
When the South African econ-
omy was in better shape, Patter-
son said, his students worked for
Goldfields Inc. and Johannesburg
Consolidated Investments. "There
was a time when about one third
of the class went over (to South
Africa) during the early eighties."
He said Anglo American will
be visiting Queen's again to
recruit student engineers for next
summer.
Anglo American, established
in 1917, is one of the biggest cor-
porations in South Africa. To-
gether with De Beers Con-
solidated Mines, it controls a
network of subsidiary companies
known as the Anglo Group.
The corporation holds invest-
ments in mining, financial, indus-
trial and commercial companies
all over the world, primarily in
southern Africa. In 1986, mines
run by the corporation produced
38 per cent of South Africa's
gold, 23 per cent of its coal, and
about 40 per cent of its uranium.
According to a report com-
missioned by the African Fund, in
1982 Anglo American paid black
miners an average of $175 per
month while paying white miners
$1,056. This discrepancy
remains, said Stan Ansong of the
African Letter newspaper in
Toronto
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Please consult the machine room BULLETIN BOARD for the date and time of each session.
Sessions will be offered frequentlyduring the next several weeks and announced on a weekly basis
COME ON. . .DISCOVER WHAT
IT'S REALLY ALL ABOUT!
JOIN US OCT. 7-15,1988
\JKITCHENER WATERLOO /) 1
rnnl [X TO ITITC^TT
n i rn r rn r \ q»gcmutlichkeit;HJJJULIU LLQIJUo
• 2nd largest Oktoberfest in the world • Bavarian Food & Entertainment
• Over 70 General & Cultural Events Special Senior Citizen Packages
• Complete Itinerary Planning For Bus Tours • Assistance with Oktoberfest
• 30 Festival Halls to celebrate Theme Nights For Your Next Convention
Tickets and Souvenirs available year round
For full details call: (519) 576-0571 or write:
K-W OKTOBERFEST INC., 77 Ontario SI. S., Kitchener, Onl. N2G 4GI
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Ben Johnson no hero
Ben Johnson got caught.
That is the plain and simple truth, no matter how much
anyone in Canada, or within the Johnson camp wants to
deny it.
Ben Johnson is not the first Canadian to be caught using
steroids to enhance his athletic prowess and performance.
Several weeks before the Olympics in Seoul opened, four
members of the Canadian wrestling team were banned
from international competition for steroid use.
Ben Johnson is not even the first competitor to be nailed
during the 24th Olympiad for using performance-
enhancing drugs. A gold medal weightlifter from Bulgaria
had his world record stricken from the books after his drug
use was detected.
But Ben Johnson will be the one everyone remembers.
And the question everyone seems to be asking in the
aftermath of this fiasco is, "WHY, BEN?"
Why, indeed. Ben seemed to have everything going for
him: several lucrative marketing deals, impressive stature
within the Canadian and international track scenes, a
world record for the 100 meters which he set in Rome last
year, and a bronze medal from the 1984 Los Angeles
Olympics.
After the world record run in Rome, Carl Lewis immedi-
ately accused Ben of using steroids. Canadians interpreted
Lewis's comments as sour grapes after being beaten by
Johnson, again. Maybe Lewis knew something then. At any
rate, Ben's coaching entourage, led by Charlie Francis,
should have been aware that Johnson would be tested if he
won.
Surely a gold medal isn't worth all of this. Obviously to
Ben Johnson and his followers, it was worth enough to take
to this incredible gamble.
Unfortunately, for Johnson and for all Canadians, the
gamble came up craps.
Don't jeopardize our pubs
What is WLUSU trying to do to us?
Under the careful scrutiny and guidance of some of the
full time members of our illustrious student governing
body, one of the privileges that our student body enjoys is
being endangered -- the ability to purchase alcohol at on-
campus pubs.
What WLUSU has done is to provide free beer to visit-
ing bands playing at The Turret. While this in itself is not
illegal, it is illegal to provide said alcohol in the Campus
Clubs office, an unlicensed establishment.
Granted, there have been instances in the recent past
where high-ranking members of WLUSU and of Student
Publications have been caught and chastised for the con-
sumption of alcohol in their offices. But these instances in-
volved private citizens and private liquor. If they had been
caught by the local gendarmes, they would have been
charged as individuals.
WLUSU, on the other hand, is playing with its liquor li-
cense. If they were to be caught transporting alcohol from a
licensed area to a non-licensed area for consumption, the
students at Laurier could quite quickly be without anyplace
on campus to quaffa cool one.
A liquor license is a privilege. It does not matter if a
band's contract stipulates alcohol is to be provided. Per-
haps WLUSU should remember that.
It's a lot easier to have a liquor license rescinded than it
is to try and convince the authorities that you deserve to get
it back.
Editorial opinions are approved by The Cord Editorial Board on behalf ol" Cord
staff and are independent of the University, the Students Union and the Student
Publications Board.
EDITORIAL BOARD
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The sorry state of WLUSU
Guest Comment
by
Robert Cameron
Since school has returned again, WLUSU has
been at the centre of quite a few controversies. As
students at WLU, we all should be concerned about
how well our money is being spent, and how com-
petent the administration is.
First, a surplus of $3500 from Frosh Week was
realized. This seems fairly simple. However, the
Operations Management Board (OMB) decided to
spend this money on the Frosh, even though this is
a blatant violation of WLUSU's own bylaws. These
bylaws state the OMB may not decide any
monetary matter with a value exceeding $1000
without prior consent of the Board of Directors
(BOD). This consent was not obtained before the
money was spent. The BOD has since supported the
OMB after the fact (The CORD, Sept. 22, p.l).
Please note the emphasis on monetary and
value. Monetary, according to Oxford, means "of or
involving money". Value is "worth, utility, or im-
portance". Clearly $3500 is worth more than $1000,
and as we are speaking of Canadian dollars, it in-
volves money. Yet have the appointed Vice-
Presidents resigned, as is required in the bylaws?
No. Will they? Apparently not. I am very con-
cerned that the rules are not being followed. The
bylaws are there for a reason, and they should be
enforced. In their defence, WLUSU President
Karen Bird says"the OMB members felt that it was
not a violation of the bylaw" (The Cord, Sept. 15,
p.l). If feeling a violation has not taken place were
enough, corporations would have a field day cir-
cumventing the law ("We're sorry, we didn't feel
dumping those PCB's was a violation of the rules").
It is not for the members of the OMB to decide if a
violation has occured or not. They may not feel a
violation has taken place, but I believe the facts
speak for themselves. To make matters worse,
Karen Bird has also stated that the bylaw does not
apply as it was a budgetary matter, not a monetary
matter. To budget is to plan one's expenditure of
MONEY, or time,and so on. Of course, everyone
recognizes that spending $3500 is NOT a monetary
matter. It is also perfectly clear that a budget does
not involve money. If anyone can tell me why
$3500 does not exceed $1000, or why a budget
does not involve money, I would appreciate hearing
it.
This is only one issue. I will not get into the
seeming inability of WLUSU to make a decision on
matters such as the Canadian Student Services Con-
ference surplus of $1200 (Cord, Sept. 22, p. 1). Or
why WLUSU changed from an adequate health
plan, to one that is distinctly inadequate. Jill Ar-
cher, VP: University Affairs says nothing could be
done as the rules say that they could not exceed a
$16 per student premium (The Cord, Sept 22, p. 11-
12). WLUSU has not followed the rules on other
issues, so why should they on this or any other is-
sue? All of this concerns me, and I hope it con-
cerns every student at WLU. Major changes are
needed in the way WLUSU does its business, and
change should start at the top.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR must be typed, double spaced, and submitted by FRIDAY
AT 6:00 P.M. the week before publication. They must include the author's full name,
student and telephone numbers. Letters must be LESS THAN 400 WORDS in length,
so go wild kiddies, but keep 'em clean. The Cord refuses to print anything it deems to
be libellous.
There will be a staff meeting at 2:30 p.m. Friday, September 30, 1988 in the Cord of-
fices. Special guest this week will be Kathy, this year's ORCUP Bureau Chief. She will
be giving seminars during the day and will address the benefits of Canadian University
Press membership. Come out and ask her anything that pertains to student newspapers -
she's the one who'll know.
The Cord Weekly
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Double Dragon condones abuse
Editor, The Cord:
By allowing the continued
presence of video games such as
Double Dragon the Students'
Union is condoning violence
against women.
In the opening sequence of
Double Dragon a woman dressed
in a very short, tight, red dress is
approached by a group of men
and punched in the stomach by
one of them. She falls to the
ground, he picks her up and
tosses her over his shoulder and
she is carried off, obviously not
into the sunset. The game then
consists of a battle between two
gangs of men for this woman.
Abuse of women is more
common in our society than most
will admit. This game conditions
those who play it to accept this
kind of abuse. It glamorizes the
situation. A beautiful woman is
abducted by a group of "evil"
men. The forces of "good" must
come together and defeat the
enemy and save the poor defense-
less woman. The good are
tougher, stronger and better
fighters. She is saved, justice
done and everyone will live hap-
pily ever after. These images of
men and women are a crock.
The contradiction that women
face daily is clearly evident in the
game. It is men that beat women,
yet women are supposed to
depend on men for protection.
When thrown over the shoulder
of the man who punched her, her
undergarments are in plain view.
This makes her seem even more
vulnerable and helpless. It is sex-
ual violence and a further
humiliation.
The woman is dressed "sleazi-
ly". Generally, when women who
are dressed in this way become
victims of violent crimes they are
thought to have provoked it and
therefore deserved it.
I generally do not favour
censorship, but women use the
games room also. It hurts me
when I see women glamorously
portrayed as victims of violence
because I know so many women
are beaten. It is not a game, it is
real.
I was told there was a scandal
about this game last year. There
is no excuse for its presence. We
do see images just as horrible on
television, but the Students'
Union does not need to endorse
those images. I have been told
that this game is a "big money
maker" and that is what should
concern us. The safety and the
lives of Laurier students is what
should concern us. Violence
against women is real and Dou-
ble Dragon is too close to this
reality.
I urge the Students' Union to
remove Double Dragon from the
games room and to screen future
additions.
Anna Toth,
Safety and Equality Com-
missioner
Celestial hot air
Editor, The Cord:
It seems that the left-over hot
air from last year has begun to
circulate once again. Mr. Herbert-
son's letter seems to indicate a
good command of campaign style
rhetoric. Congratulations, sir, but
before you start typing furiously
once again consider some facts.
One shouldn't preach of fiscal re-
sponsibility when one's own
party is in debt to the tune ap-
proximately six million dollars
and fundraisers haven't been so
successful. Also, the fact that
one's leader can't control his own
caucus let alone his party, except
by the skin of his teeth, doesn't
seem like the obvious choice for
leading the Nation. Yes, Mr. Her-
bertson, we Tories have made
mistakes while in power, but let's
not forget so have the Liberals.
Think it over, please, before you
refill the campaign bellows with
"celestial hot air".
Sincerely,
John Patterson, Ontario PC
Campus
Association Vice-President
Wladyslaw T. Kinastowski,
Secretary WLU PCs
Liberals living
in glass house
Editor, The Cord:
In response to last week's let-
ter to the Editor, by S.D. Herbert-
son in regards to the "morally
bankrupt and corrupt govern-
ment" of the Progressive Conser-
vative parly. I am not a member
of that party, nor do I have any
loyalties toward it, but I do object
to that particular accusation.
I think that S.D. Herbertson
has forgotten the reasons why the
Liberals were kicked out of office
in the first place. They had as
many scandals and mistakes as
the Progressive Conservatives
have had. I get very sick and tired
of the parties accusing the others
of these crimes and then when
they get into office, they turn
around and do the same thing. I
challenge S.D. Herbertson to find
a government that did not have its
share of mistakes and scandals.
For instance, Sir John A. Mac-
Donald got involved in the Pacif-
ic Railway scandal, yet he is con-
sidered one of Canada's greatest
Prime Ministers.
Every party is "morally
bankrupt and corrupt" in one way
or another, and the only reasons
why Ed Broadbent is so popular
is because he hasn't had a chance
to mess up yet. A liberal govern-
ment has screwed up in the past
and there is no reason to doubt
that it will in the future. We are
all human and we make mistakes
and as far as I'm concerned the
Liberal's better watch how they
are throwing rocks when they too
are living in a glass house.
When will the political parties
get off their high rhetorical
horses, seriously work out the is-
sues and get some work done for
a change?
Sincerely,
Robert L. Davison
More Grit bashing
Editor, The Cord:
Well, it seems that Mr. Scott
D. Herbertson of the Laurier Lib-
erals is at again. Oh, well. I must
once again prove him wrong and
point out the facts he convenient-
ly neglects to mention.
Scott stated that the Prog-
ressive Conservatives in Ottawa
could do more to reduce our na-
tional deficit. This might be true
if we cut social program expendi-
tures. However, I, and many Ca-
nadians, happen to believe that
these expenditures have value and
are important. Under the Conser-
vatives, we have managed to in-
crease spending on these pro-
grams while reducing, not in-
creasing, the deficit.
If anyone believes Scott and
his wild statements, I should
point out that we would not need
to reduce the national debt if the
Liberals under Pierre Trudeau
had not sent it soaring through
sixteen years of excess and waste.
As well, I don't believe that the
Liberals under John Turner
should be preaching to Canadians
about fiscal responsibility. Cana-
da has money; the Liberals do
not.
Robert Cameron
Learn from past:
take on future
Editor, The Cord:
This letter is in response to
last week's letter written by Scott
Herbertson of WLU Young Lib-
erals. Mr. Herbertson failed to ap-
preciate the deficit reduction and
fiscal responsibility of the Mul-
roney government.
Brian Mulroney inherited a
$38 billion deficit and has
reduced it by $10 billion to $28
billion during the past four years.
These are the facts. Mr. Herbert-
son chose to alter these figures by
ignoring certain deficit reducing
programs. This was a misleading
thing to do. He then went on to
call the PCs "morally bankrupt
and corrupt".
His letter is a shameful and
mean piece of propaganda which
is reminiscent of the old Liberal
party values of the 1970s, i.e. ar-
rogant and careless financial
management leading to a repres-
sive economy.
Let's try to learn from the past
to take on the future.
Yours truly,
Darren Gilbert
Executive member, PC Club
The CORD will not be ac-
cepting any more letters in
the political mud slinging
campaign that began last
week unless they bring up
new, relative and informa-
tive information.
Question
of the Week
By Bill Rockwood and Kat Rios
What do you think about Ben Johnson taking steroids?
Dumb thing to do, but he had to
live up to everyone's expecta-
tions.
Dave Quealey
Economics
If he did, it is symptomatic of the
whole cult of professionalism in
sports.
Wade Smith
Pysch/Phil.
Doesn't matter how you play the]
game, as long as you win.
Andrew Soward
Business
Embarassment to the country.
Viveka von Rosen
English
I don't think he did it. He's my
hero.
Laura Martin
3rd year Business
Try cocaine next time.
Jonathan Savage
Business
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The first year the Preying Mantis Women's Brigade
went after the Miss California Pageant, they kept it
simple. There were only four women in the group then in
the beachside resort town of Santa Cruz, were the beauty
contests have been situated for 56 years. The four friends
wrapped raw meat in red ribbon and flung the greasy sur-
prise package on stage—during the televised swimsuit
competition. Emboldened by live coverage, the women
returned the following year, in 1981, in costume, a parody
of glamour in dime-store wigs, caked-on rouge. Each year
the brigade's ranks grew, until the women numbered
more than a thousand. And each year the "Myth Califor-
nia" protest, as the women came to call their event, be-
came more extravagant, more bedazzling, more, well,
more like that other event. After a while it seemed that all
the demonstrators lacked was their own bathing beauty.
Then former cover girl Ann Simonton joined the protest.
Duplication was complete.
On a warm June evening in 1982, Ann Simonton
traipsed down one of the main streets of Santa Cruz in her
tiara, a fetching vision in high heels and a clingy evening
gown. On closer inspection, you could see that
Simonton's formal was in fact stitched from 30 ponds of
bologna and pimento loaf; that the necklace and crown
were made of hot dogs; and that the sash said, not "Miss
California," but "Miss Steak." Stray dogs caught the drift
right away and tailed her closely. But for the bystanders
lined up along the sidewalks, it was hard to say whom ex-
actly Simonton was representing.
What's Behind the Beauty Mask?
Simonton reveals a few of the hidden
costs concerning our beauty standard. They
include eating disorders, cosmetic surgery,
and the torment of trying to fit into a sys-
tem that rewards conformity and punishes
diversity.
Over the last eight years, Ann Simonton the in-
creasingly well known feminist has taken considerable
pains to distance herself from Ann Simonton the once na-
tionally übiquitous model. She has jammed her thick port-
folio of beguiling poses into a drawer in the garage. She
has stashed in a box the tear sheets of the other?Simonton:
the freckled girl-next-door redhead who beamed from the
cover of Seventeen, the Clairol miss who shook out her
Frost'n Tip curls, the California gal who, 13 years ago,
raised her arms, stuck out a hip, and gazed coyly from the
cover of Sports Illustrated's swimsuit issue. j/ 112
As founder of MEDIA WATCH, a Santa Cruz-based
national group that crusades against the demeaning im-
ages of women promulgated by fashion advertising and
the media, Simonton has become chief critic of her old
profession. She publishes a newsletter, also called Media
Watch, that spotlights sexist ads and the photographers
who conceive them. She writes about the dark side of her
modeling experience in essays published in three
anthologies of women's writings. She makes the circuit of
college campuses with a one-and-a-half-hour slide show
of evidence, ads and fashion shots culled from national
magazines.
NOTE:
Excerpts used in this feature are
from:
*Mother Jones, the April 1988
issue
*The Cedar Rapids Gazette,
March 16, 1988
"The UCSD Guardian, Novem-
berlB,l9Bs
In her speeches, Simonton urges women to take control
of advertising's message, to question the narrowly defined
American beauty standard: the perfect blonde with perfect
breasts,the eternal little girl, the Gidget-thin waif. "Since
women represent 85 per cent of the consuming public and
eight out of ten products are geared toward women," she
points out, "corporations should be at our mercy, not the
opposite."
It is the rare model who gives up what now can be as
much as a $15,000 fa day paycheck for any reason other
than the loss of her looks. There's feminist researcher
Shere Hite, who quft modeling after playing a dumb sec-
retary in an Olivetti ad for a typewriter "That's So Smart
She Doesn't Have To Be." And then there's the oc-
casional story of a model gone mad, fleeing the business.
Simonton remembers the whispered tale from her model-
ing days in New York of a young model who snapped
during a fashion show, going catatonic on the runway.
What is the Result of Glamorizing
Women's Abuse and Humiliation?
FBI statistics report that every 13 sec-
onds a woman is raped. According to
statistics from battered women's shelters
50% of women will be beaten more than
once in their lifetime by their lovers or hus-
bands.
But as a rule, when the camera falls in love with a
young woman, she returns the favor. Photogenic beauty is
! still the ultimate female privilege; a woman gains no
points for renouncing physical good fortune.
Which is why Ann Simonton's conversion is ex-
| | traordinary, some might even say peculiar. Here is a
woman launched at 14 as a highly coveted "junior
model," a star performer by 18 at the Eileen Ford agency,
the nation's most celebrated modeling firm. She earned as
much as thousands of dollars a week, $20,000 for one
commercial alone, and was showcased in Glamour, Cos-
mopolitan, Mademoiselle, and Bride's. She traveled on
assignment to Italy, Bermuda, the Caribbean. She was
adored by famous fashion photographers, pursued by rich
and prominent men. She got acting nibbles from a Holly-
wood producer.
\ i
Yet, at the peak of her modeling triumphs, the ingenue
with the girl-next-door looks sat down one day and
scribbled in her journal: "Hate hate hate hate myself/I am
nothing but a faceless machine/I feel nothing..." On her
20th birthday, she wrote, "I feel very walled in lately, as if
I am sinking into a deep hole that is squeezing the life out
of me."
When Simonton talks about modeling now, at the age
of 35, her voice still trembles, tears well up in her eyes.
"My humanity was taken away,: she says over and over
again, in her many speeches and television appearances.
"I was nothing more than a mannequin to them. I was a
nobody."
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The inevitable impulse upon hearing Simonton's story
is to hunt for the key, to find that particular episode that
"explains" it all: her repudiation of a glittery past, her
self-disgust before the camera. And with Simonton, an
obvious episode does present itself. On June 24, 1971, the
day after her 19th birthday, she was raped at knife point
by three men.
But it is unlikely that the rape on it own explains
Simonton's transformation any more than the typewriter
advertisement explains Hite's. For one, Simonton con-
tinued to model for eight years afterward. For another, her
distrust of modeling predates the attack.
Long before the rape, it seems, there was something
unsettled moving inside Ann Simonton. She peered at the
perfectly arranged images of herself on the magazine
covers, the fashion layouts, the television commercials,
and where others saw a joyful, pretty girl, she saw the
shadow of an ugly and threatening presence. "That wasn't
me in those ads," she says, puzzling over a cardboard
cutout of her smiling face next to a bunch of bananas, a
Chiquita sign that hung in supermarket produce aisles.
"Something about me was missing."
The obvious connection between the objectification
and de-humanization of women in advertising, beauty
pageants and pornography and violence against women
has led Simonton in her charge the "women must take
control of their bodies." Simonton sees education as the
most important tool in her war on violence against
women. She hope to teach people to become more sensi-
tive to the images of women that surround them, and ex-
pose the methods in which advertisers instill in the public
an insatiable desire of consumption. Simonton also strives
to exterminate puritanical attitudes toward women and
sexuality through sex education, claiming that
pornography depends on the existence for these attitudes
for it survival ("the forbidden bruit can be sold").
Is There a Connection Between
Fantasy Images and Real Life Violence?
Reports show that 1 out of 4 females are
molested before they reach the age of 17.
While child pornography is known to in-
crease child molestation, the top three sell-
ing men's magazines, Playboy, Penthouse
and Hustler, continue to depict the sexual
abuse of young girls.
Simonton's personal experience as a model, rape vic-
tim and activist make her presentation an especially inter-
esting and persuasive one. Simonton's devotion to her
cause is clearly a result of her personal conviction and
compassion. Even in the midst of her battle, Simonton has
managed to keep a balanced perspective and a sense of
humor. In the end, it is these last two weapons that may
prove to be the most useful.
Media Watch does not condone censorship, nor wants
legislation controlling pornography or advertising, said
Simonton. Instead, "we try to educate how we have come
to condone these images of women and are now numb to
them."
Simonton will tell her story, "Sex, Power and the
Media: Rethinking the Myths of America's Dream Girl"
to a group of university students on Thursday evening at
the Humanities Theatre at the University of Waterloo.
Showing examples of advertising and pornography that
portray women as enjoying violence, Simonton said these
picture send a messages to men that women like this kind
of treatment. "In actuality," she said, "these are men's
ideas, not women's."
Is it Possible to be Both
Anti-Censorship and Oppose
Pornography?
Ann Simonton offers an eye-opening
analysis of the body hatred present in our
sexually repressed culture and the integral
part it plays in pornography's successful 8
billion dollar a year industry.
Miss Oktoberfest Pageant: Is it an example we want to
promote?
Ann Simonton was a successful US model who quit
her career to co-found the educational lobby group
MEDIA WATCH. Simonton explains that she had begun
to feel like an 'accomplice' in an industry which sold im-
ages of sex and violence, and which manipulated
women's insecurities about themselves.
Simonton is opposed to censorship and puritanical atti-
tudes towards women. She feels that the way to change
the media's harmful image of women is through educa-
tion. To this end, she speaks across North America about
her personal experiences in the modelling business, her
research and their lessons for us.
It may be puzzling to some that Simonton's message
has anything to do with the annual Miss Oktoberfest
Pageant in Waterloo. The Miss Oktoberfest is our very
own, locally organized 'harmful' media event. It con-
tinues to imply to us and to teach our children a number
of very harmful things. For example, it teaches that
women are homogeneous objects who must be judged. By
default the pageant teaches that men are not beautiful and
are not worthy of being community representatives at cul-
tural events. The pageant implies that significant social
approval and rewards are only deserved by young women
who are willing to compete with one another for the ap-
proval of men. It also promotes the myth that men are
simply unfeeling sexual automation becoming aroused at
the mere sight of a certain physical type of woman. The
pageant teaches women that unless they can closely con-
form to this stereotype, they are undeserving of love and
approval. It teaches all of us that there is little recognition
for co-operation, non-conformity, courage, child raising,
and intellectual or humanitarian achievements.
Are these the kinds of messages we want to keep living
with, for our children to keep learning?
D.A. Evans
Waterloo
The Cord Weekly
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(6pMHI VALUABLE COUPON
\%> I TWO MEDIUM is PIZZAS II with cheese and ? toppings*
! $929 jm Plus Tax
I Additional toppinss available at additional cost.
I Valid onty with coupon at participating Little Caesars.
Not valid with any other offer.
£ One coupon per customer.
*Excludes extmcfwcte.
■ Expires: 11/ 71 88
•1988 Little Caesar Enterprises, Inc.
■ VALUABLE COUPON ■■■■■■I
KITCHENER WATERLOO KITCHENER
525 Highland Rd. West 465 Phillip St. 607 King St. West
741-5050 746-4220578-5050
"Exciting Impersonations In Full Costume"
—A SHOW YOU WILL NOT BELIEVE—
* ROCK THEATRE * FEATURING * f;{H&^SHp||o
David Bowie Cream jf, mL
Talking Heads Kiss ref'
Rolling Stones Missing Persons
Led Zepplin
AND H
$5.00
Wtierlou. Oniafo N?J 2Z)Doors Open 8:00 Telephone (M9) t»H4 0220
I
Rent a Freezer - stock pile more food from home!
Rent a Washer & Dryer - why sit around in
laundromats?
Rent a TV - give yourself a break from the books
Rent a Refrigerator - eliminate refrigerator overload
Microwaves & Dishwashers - oh so convenient!
AND APPLIANCE CENTRE LTD. l
Open daily 9 to 5:30,
127 Victoria Street South, Kitchener Friday 9 to 9,
Saturday 9 to 5
Locally owned and operated for 30 years!
GRAD
PHOTOS
Satisfied customers like Michelle Polec
are why Sooter Studio is a leader in
grad photos in town and across Canada.
B" I choose Sooter'sbecause of theexcellent selection ofposes and the superbquality of the photos."Michelle Polec
Only at Sooter's
-choose from 8 poses
-grad colours for all highschools, both universities
universities and Conestoga College
-large 3 by 5 proofs
-thousands of satisfied grads
ATI -work, gaurantccd
Servihg Canadians from coast to coast
Waterloo Town Square Station Flaaa Wefcer & Victoria
886-174 C 741-9771
The Scene
TRAGICALLY HIP A HIT
By Android
Then we raised a glass to J.F.K.
And a dozen tnore besides;
And when I got back to my
empty room,
I suppose I must have cried.
• The Pogues
What do you get when you
put five guys, solid rock & roll,
and a bit of silliness on the road?
The Tragically Hip on their fall
college tour. The band rolled into
the Turret last Wednesday night,
September 21, and despite a few
vacant seats, a splendid time was
had by all.
For those of you unfamiliar
with the band, the Tragically Hip
are a quintet out of Kingston
Ontario. The band originated
about four years ago, playing
mostly cover tunes predominantly
at Queens University and in the
few concert venues that existed in
the Kingston area. Since then the
band has added another guitarist,
Paul Langlois, and have done ex-
tensive touring throughout
Ontario. The five industrious lads
started their own recording com-
pany, and when BMG Music
Canada heard them, the Tragical-
ly Hip were signed to a record
contract. A self-titled seven song
LP was released from the band
last year for distribution in Cana-
da.
Trying not to take on too
much at once, the band has taken
on a day to day attitude: "You try
to or else you'll go completely
fuckin' insane" commented Gor-
don Downie, the band's lead
singer. When asked to describe
their music: "That's the job of the
publicist, we play honest rock &
roll" said Gord Sinclair, bass
player. "People cite influences for
the band, like REM or the
Georgia Satellites, but you can't
compare yourselves to current
bands or else you will always be
following them, not putting out
any new material" said Paul, Gor-
don and Gord in a collective ef-
fort.
After a brief intro and a few
flattering remarks about WLU
from singer Downie, the Tragi-
cally Hip got down to business.
They opened the evening with
"She Didn't Know", and although
I didn't know the tune it fore-
shadowed what was to unfold be-
fore the night was over; strong
energetic vocals, accompanied by
a solid bass riff, occasional ma-
chine gun guitars, and a con-
tinuous, but not overpowering
drum beat. These guys know how
to keep the attention of the
audience. Instead of one constant
barrage of songs that you could
receive at the Turret any other
night of the week, Downie tried
to humour the audience with his
seemingly half-sober antics and
often funny tales. When Downie
saw the initial crowd in the Turret
his first response was, "Well I
guess we're competing with
Olympic field hockey tonight".
The energy level of the band
initiated several potatoes out of
their seats, with their third tune
"All Canadian Surf Club" (Cana-
dian as in beer, not as in nation-
ality) followed closely by a
stylish cover of "Suzy Q".
The fun and hi-jinx continued
throughout the set, only sounding
overdone when bassist Gord Sin-
clair and vocalist Gord Downie
tried coordinated efforts at
humour which had mediocre
results. These efforts were often
attempts to cover the fact that
Paul was continually breaking
guitar strings. He lost five strings
during the course of the show, ap-
parently a new record.
Towards the end of the set the
band broke into "Last American
Exit", a tune Downie referred to
as being about prostitution and
free trade. This is probably the
one song that most of the
audience associate with the Tragi-
cally Hip.
By the start of the second set,
the Turret had filled up a bit. The
Gordon Downy, caught here in mid-croon, led the Tragically Hip through a musically adventurous
two-set performance last week at the Turret. The band appeared courtesy of the WLUSU
sponsored W.O.W. nights and are one of many terrific bands to be had every Wednesday night.
Cord photo by Cori Cusak
Asimov's Light Years Sci-Fi Brilliance
By Kirk Nielsen
Could you imagine a place
where peace has reigned so long
that the inhabitants do not know
how to fight a war? Well this
place does exist and you can see
it at the Princess Cinema tonight
at 7:00 PM.
The place is called Gandahar
and the film is called Light Years.
It is the brainchild of science-
fiction master Isaac Asimov and
film director Rene Laloux, the
man who created Fantastic
Planet.
This animated science-fiction
film tells the story of the Utopian
country of Gandahar that gets at-
tacked by some outside force that
turn out to be the product of their
own scientific blunders. The
result of a failed experiment by
the Gandaharians, a brain called
Metamorphasis grew too large for
them to handle so the scientists of
Gandahar threw Metamorphasis
into the ocean. The brain lived
and grew to eventually be the
only enemy that could come and
destroy the perfect and peaceful
Gandaharian society. The
Metamorphasis uses time as his
weapon against the peaceful
society.
The plot and storyline is hard
to follow at the beginning of the
film and, for persons not familiar
with the science-fiction genre, the
Asimov allegory may be too
much to handle. However, the
story picks up and the animation
gets better as the plot unfolds.
The best parts of the film take
place when the hero Sylvian en-
counters a group of underground
dwellers named The Deformed.
They are a group of mutants who
resulted from failed Gandahar ge-
netic experiments. It is these
Deformed, along with the hero
Sylvian, that are able to battle the
army of Metal Men sent by the
evil brain Metamorphasis. The
Deformed know no present and
can only relate to what was or
what will be. It is this confusion
of time that will ultimately give
the Gandaharians the ability to go
through the Door of Time, which
has been giving the Metamor-
phasis all his power.
The film has an impressive
cast performing the voices for
these creatures including
Christopher Plummer as the
Metamorphasis, Glenn Close,
John Shea. Paul Shaeffer,
Bridgette Fonda, and Penn and
Teller add their respective voices
but it is impossible in the film to
discern any of them.
Light Years plays tonight at
the Princess at 7:00 p.m. and runs
through the weekend. The Soviet
Film Series winds down with The
Wishing Tree tonight at 9:00 p.m.
and Farewell tommorrow night
also at 9 p.m.. Sunday night at
8:00 p.m. is the once only show-
ing of Philip Kaufman's wonder-
ful film The Unbearable Light-
ness of Being, a must see if you
can sit through a three hour film.
Continued on page 12...
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one change I did notice was that
throughout the first set I was
trying to find similarities be-
tween the Tragically Hip other
bands. Surprisingly I found very
few; what they put on was a pow-
erfully original show and were
obviously not a band dependent
on cover tunes for the crowd's
support. By the second set I had
stopped searching for a deeper
meaning to the band, yet when
they lost some of the initial hy-
perness, and started mellowing
into the tunes, The Tragically Hip
resembled REM in a lot of its
mannerisms. That's not to insult
the band, they put on a great
show.
Of the second set, I especially
enjoyed "New Orleans is Sinking
and I Don't Wanna Swim". More
of the patrons had taken to the
dance floor by now and the band
continued their solid per-
formance. In a few songs I was
surprised to hear the band pause
as if the song was over. Just when
the floor had filled Downie would
begin to talk, but as people began
to fall back towards their seats,
the song would start up again and
the dancers flocked back. It was
nice to see the band toy with the
audience and that they had built
the rapport necessary to make it
work.
In seeing the Tragically Hip
live, I noticed a definite change in
my attitude towards the band.
From a relatively docile album,
comes a stage presence to be
reckoned with.
But what is in store for these
Kingston boys? After they com-
plete their tour in Ontario, they
are off to Manitoba colleges. By
mid- October they hope to be put-
ting some new tunes on vinyl. If
the show Wednesday night is any
indication of what's going to be
on the new album, this record
will definitely be worth repeated
listenings.
ORIGINAL, HIP BAND
Continued from page 11...Where JJJJJJ
your vision
will shape
a country
The Public Service of Canada is currently * '//>''?//
searching for high calibre graduates with ******///'
drive, creativity and ideas for the future. '
Whatever your field of study, you can count
on a rewarding career with the federal Public , I ;V *'A* 'V *}<*'*}'/'J*'*
Service. Chellenging positions will be \V>>>
available in a variety of fields next spring. '/if *!'*** '
To find out more, pick up a copy of our X*J\'V'V''•'
information kit from the student placement ** *' '* ''
'
office on your campus. * ' ' ' '
Act now! Applications should be received by fSjjjj
October 14, 1988.
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CKMS-fM
Stereo 94.5 cable 105.7
CKMS TOP 10 ALBUMS FOR THE WEEK ENDING SEPT. 30:
LW TW
5 1. Beatnigs Beatnigs - Alternative Tentacles
6 2. Plasticine Replicas Glow - Raining Records
10 3. Head of David Dustbowl - Blast First
1 4. Pig Farm Hold. Your Nose - X
3 5. The Wonderstuff.. Eight Legged Groove Machine - Polydor
6. Pop Will Eat Itself Now For A Feast - Chapter 22
4 7. Research Monkeys Research Monkeys - King Shecky
2 8. Alice Donut Donut Comes Alive - Alternative Tentacles
9. Hunters and Collecters Fate - IRS/MCA
10. Weather Permitting Into The Ground - VOT Records
SURPRISEYOURSELF
Ask us about a career in accounting. talented commerce and business graduates, but also
We guarantee you'll have your eyes opened to a whole young men and women from the sciences, engineering,
new way of looking at your future. humanities and classics.
As a Clarkson Gordon chartered accountant you can Our resources and experience also help to produce
choose from a range of career options as wide as your one of the highest Chartered Accounting examination
interests. Our unique training program-emphasizing pass rates in the profession!
individual development and "hands on" experience- For more reasons why Clarkson Gordon should top
opens doors to senior positions in our firm, or in your list of career considerations, see your campus
virtually every area of business or government, in career counsellor or send your resume to: Terry Kratz
SOBERING EXPERIENCE WITH SOUR MASH BAND
By Cori Cusak
Some 600 people were
"Polirocked" by The Sour Mash
Blues Band at Ruby's last Thurs-
day night. Near as I can figure,
being Polirocked involves drink-
ing heavily, partying hard, and
dancing to familiar tunes; exactly
the sort of atmosphere Sour Mash
is suited to.
The Sour Mash Blues Band
play a mixture of cover tunes
ranging from Jimi Hendrix to
John Cougar Mellencamp to The
Stray Cats. While handling most
of their stand-by songs well,
Thursday night they had a little
trouble with the newer additions
to the song list.
The first set was considerably
better than the second. Early rock
and roll predominated the selec-
tions, in the form of staple
favourites "Joint Out Back", "Al-
most Crazy", "Flip Flop And
Fly", "Route 66", and "No Partic-
ular Place To Go". Both Zoltan
Horcsok and Fred Hale showed
why they've become near-cult
heroes at this school; their strong
vocals and solid guitar work cut
through the alcoholic fog of the
evening.
As the night wore on, though,
the band became looser and
several glaring errors crept up
during the second set. The plague
of not being familiar with the
newer material hit full force in
their attempts at "Sympathy For
The Devil" and "Honky Tonk
Woman". Although Hale has a
great voice, he just can't handle
the grittiness of The Stones.
Drummer Rob Reilly, while
normally providing stable back-
ing, lost his train of thought and
caused several embarrassing slip
ups. Horcsok forgot the words to
a few songs, but his improvisa-
tion covered the mistakes some-
what.
The encore was a rehashing of
a couple of tunes played earlier,
including "Joint Out Back". They
also played "Tube Snake
Boogie", another new addition
that wasn't quite ready for live
play.
At the very beginning of the
night it was glaringly obvious
that the crowd were there to drink
and see their friends, rather than
watch the band. Based on a huge-
ly successful show at the City
Hotel last year, and numerous
Friday afternoon Wilf's gigs,
Sour Mash began to get a reputa-
tion as 'a really good time'.
Thursday's show illustrated that
the attitude that Sour Mash are a
good time rather than a good
band has carried over to the pres-
ent. People were intent on quaff-
ing as many brews as possible,
and paid very little attention to
the merits of the band.
The guys in Sour Mash are all
relatively talented. Horcsok and
Hale lire perfect frontrnen - sup-
plying excellent guitars and
strong voices. Bassist Mark
"Bag" Barfknect has a vitality
that infects the audience. Reilly,
when he wants to, can pound the
P's and Q's out of the pig skins.
His solos are always well
received. Usually the individuals
feed off cach other, but Thursday
night that communication was
missing.
Being plagued by sound prob-
lems all night didn't help, cither.
Many limes the band could not
hear themselves so they were un-
aware of what was taking place
on stage.
If you were in the majority of
the crowd, very drunk, last Thurs-
day's show was a fantastic time -
lots of boozing and dancing. If
you were sober enough to realize
what was going on, The Sour
Mash Blues Band were dis-
appointing. Depending on the de-
gree of inebriation Sour Mash can*
either sound like a mediocre ga-
rage cover band, or they can
sound like the greatest rock 'n'
roll band since The Rolling
Stones. The key is in the degree
of drunkenness reached before
the band comes on stage.
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• CEILING HOOKS « WALL BRACKETS • VASES • POTS • PICTURE FRAMES • JEWELRY • GLASS •COSMETIC CASES * CANDLES •
| Make Your New Residence Feel Like HOME §
o ha* the right GIFT to make It SPECIAL
5 I V # <* GIFTS J5p I I > f Ny Located w\ Urwcrvty Stop* R*a» Q0 W ' W Bft<w ih* Urw»rwty of W*J«rkx> . »\
_____
1 884-3616 Julie Reii hardt
| f F Ofs delivery anywhere
*
1 affordable quality .^7-,'•
£ from your store next doorl * •■*C3f? ' >
*• FRESH CUT & SILK FLOWERS • PLANT SUPPLIES "BRASS • POTTERY 'SOAPS • NOVELTIES • CRYTAL 'WICKER 'WATERING CANS •
WARNER^
"Warner-Lambert stands out as a company that cares for its
employees and nurtures their personal growth...
Warner-Lambert really shines with its people management."
From:
- The Financial Post Selects the I_oo Best Companies to Work for in Canada
For more information on a career in product management at Warner Lambert, come
in and talk to us:
-Information Session: October 3, 1988 2:30 - 4:oopm
Paul Martin Center
-UCPA Deadline: October 11, 1988
-Interviews: November 2,1988
Placement and Career Service Office
Inside Track
By Dave Lackie
Following in the footsteps of artist ranging from The Beatles and
U2, Sting launches his new record label, Pangea, next month. It is
dedicated to artists who he feels would not otherwise have a platform.
Speaking from Barcelona, Spain, he stated, "We want to offer people
the opportunity who aren't Madonna or Tiffany and who don't fit
formulas the chance to record...l'm interested in music that is spe-
cial". The Police were turned down by every major record company
twelve years ago and Sting feels a certain sympathy for artists who
are on the outside...New Order are not splitting up as had been
1 avily rumoured by the British music press last January. Peter Hook
admitted this week that the band did come close to calling it quits ear-
lier this year, but that the individuals in the band have worked out
their differences. The group has just gone to Peter Gabriel's studio in
Bath, Southwest England to record their new album. Hook says he is
looking forward to playing with New Order a long-time and playing
Blue Monday when he is fifty...Topper Headon, former drummer of
The Clash, was released from prison this week after serving ten
months of a fifteen month sentence for possession of heroin. Upon his
release, he and his wife left for a long holiday in France. Commenting
on his experience, he stated, "I've finished my growing up."... The
House of Love are rumoured to be leaving die independent label,
Creation. It is whispered that the band is being wined and dined by
both CBS and Phonogram... Greenpeace is about to release an album
entitled Breakthrough in the Soviet Union featuring U2, Dire Straits
and the Eurythmics. Five million copies will be pressed by the offi-
cial label, Melodia, but it is expected to sell out immediately. Other
artists on the album include The Pretenders, REM, Aswad, Simple
Minds, Peter Gabriel and Terence Trent D'Arby...An announce-
ment was made over London's pop-station, Capitol Radio, that the
first people to arrive at Battisely Park in London would be given tick-
ets to a secret location where they would all chase Michael Jackson
as part of the shooting of his film Moonwalker. At the last minute,
Jackson decided that he could not possibly take all that contact with
mere mortals and called the whole thing off, making a bee-line for
Heathrow Airport. Meanwhile, back at Battisely Park, loads of ner-
vous security guards waited at the gates for the mob of fanatical fans.
Fourteen people showed up...Ex-Frankie Goes to Hollywood mem-
ber, Paul Rutherford, is about to release his first solo single entitled
Get Real. You will remember Rutherford as the one with the
moustache who waved his arms in the air and declared "ow-wow-
wow" a lot...Controversy erupted recently with the unusually low,
new entry of the Primitives new single, Way Behind Me in the Brit-
ish Charts. The record company included a free sample of bubble
bath with each album as part of a marketing scheme. There is consid-
erable suspicion that chart compilers, Gallup, may have given the
single less points due to the blatant give away...Duran Duran is back
this week with their new single, I Don't Want Your Love...The Blow
Monkeys release the single It Pays to Belong with a new album due
at the end of October...The Wonderstuff released a new EP this
week, containing my favourite tide Astley in the Noose. I wonder who
that could be referring to?...Finally, Talk Talk release their new al-
bum Spirit of Eden for EMI Records. The first single is I Believe in
You.
FOR THE
RECORD
By Android
EPMD - STRICTLY BUSINESS
There's a refreshing new
sound on the rap scene. EPMD,
formed by two students from
New York, decided to put their
funds on the line to record an al-
bum and the risk has paid off.
Unlike many of the other MC's
on the scene, Strictly Business is
not aggressive with hardline gui-
tars or plugged full of enough
bass riffs to make your stomach
churn. The album has a
funky/reggae sound at times; ex-
cellent for chilling to.
The first track shows their
style right from the start. Instead
of incorporating current hip hop
tunes into their sound, EPMD
relies on older tunes. "Strictly
Business", the title track, is
rapped to Bob Marley's "I Shot
the Sheriff.
The second side of the album
doesn't slide into B side night-
mares, but keeps the sounds
pumping ."You're a Customer"
has a simple beat with terrific
rhymes. "Get off the Bandwagon"
is definitely my favourite on the
album; it has the freshest rap
sound of them all, extremely hard
to define, but music to soothe the
most savage of MC's.
In case you haven't caught on,
I really enjoyed this album. It's
definitely on the top of my charts
for 1988. So if you can find it in
the record stores, I highly recom-
mend it, because this record is
Strictly Business.
SHRIEKBACK - Go Bang!
Island Records
I have followed Shriekback
for a number of years, from their
first single "All Lined Up" to
their last album, Oil and Gold.
Neither of these were big success
stories but were a foundation on
which could build as musicians.
Their latest album , Go Bang,
does have some hope for com-
mercial success. With catchy
simple lyrics and a backing beat,
the album has its moments but is
a bit of a disappointment to those
looking for the power that their
last big hit "Nemesis" contained.
Go Bang may succeed in get-
ting the band a wider acceptance
and has hit the airwaves with not
one, but three singles. A cover of
the old disco tune "Get Down
Tonight" was the first song out.
It's got that distinctive Shriek-
back sound, with clear powerful
lyrics and a strong backing beat.
"Go Bang", the title track, is a
litde more upbeat than the other
tunes on the album and could be a
great dance number if it wasn't so
short. "Sharkwalk", the last of the
hits off the album, is probably my
favourite; it sounds like some-
thing from Oil and Gold with it's
traditional Shriekback chanting.
Good stuff.
Although the album does
show some promise, it does not
strike one as a cohesive effort,
like their earlier projects. The
production value on this album
seems of little importance versus
its emphasis on polished style. If
you like the songs I have men-
tioned, then you may want to buy
the album, but be prepared for the
disappointment of the ac-
companying tracks.
*Concern yourself with policies
and not with performance:
Vote Liberal or NDP*
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HIGH PERFORMANCE
GOVERNMENT
Canada has had a Progressive Conservative government since
1984. A lot has changed for the better since then, but there is
still more to be done.
Examine the record carefully. Look at the past and compare
it to the present. Brian Mulroney has listened carefully to
Canadian students. The PC government has acted decisively
on behalf of young people all across the country.
￿ The national youth unemployment rate has ￿ The PC government has committed:
fallen from 18.3% in September 1984 t012%. _$80 million for the Canada Scholar-
￿ Since 1984, federal spending on education ships Program;
has increased by $300 million. -$240 million for the establishment of
￿ The PC government has introduced a national centres of excellence;
$210 million action plan to curb drug abuse _$200 million to increase the base
in Canada. budgets of the university research
￿ The PC government has taken a firm and granting councils;
constructive stand against the Apartheid
_$315 mi | |ion Naturd ScienceS(
regime in South Africa. Social Sciences, and Medical Research
￿ With the signing of the Montreal granting councils.
Protocol, Canada and some twenty other
nations have agreed to reduce sulphur ￿ The PC government has committed up to
oxide emissions by 30 percent over $369 million to match private sector contri-
ten years. butions to university research.
KEEP CANADA ON THE RIGHT TRACK
SUPPORT THE PC GOVERNMENT
SPORTS
Hawks Fumble Homecoming Game to Western
By Scott Morgan
Football
1. St. Mary's 6. Guelph
2. Western 7. LAURIER
3. McGill 8. Saskatchewan
4. Bishops 9. Calgary
5. ÜBC 10. Queens
Soccer
1. Victoria 6. Dalhousie
2. LAURIER 7. Mt. Allison
3. Toronto 8. Laurentian
4. McGill 9. Sherbrooke
5. ÜBC 10. Western
Wilfrid Laurier's Golden
Hawks football team was bitten
by a bug in its game against the
arch-rival Western Mustangs.
It was the turnover bug that
hit Laurier as the Hawks suffered
five turnovers in a 27-14 loss to
the 3-0 Mustangs. The defeat,
which disappointed a large
Homecoming crowd of 5000
spectators, dropped WLU's
record to 2-1 and left the Hawks
in a second place tie in the
OUAA with University of
Toronto.
"We were out to lunch on
those plays. We were horrible,"
commented head coach Rick
Newbrough on the turnovers.
They were costly in that we
didn't score." Western was able
to score one touchdown directly
after taking over possession of
one WLU fumble. Three other
Hawk turnovers came inside
UWO's 30 yard line and ended
quality scoring opportunities.
In the first quarter, the Hawks
were able to get a 35 yard field
goal from Steve Rainey on their
first possession to take a 3-0 lead.
The defense held tough after that,
as outside linebacker Ron Van
Moerkerke recovered a fumble at
9:38 in the opening period. A
blocked field goal attempt by
Rainey from 40 yards near the
end of the quarter prevented the
Hawks from increasing their
lead.
Then the trouble really began.
At 13:39, Western stopped
Laurier fullback Luc Gerritsen
short of a first down on a third
and one play at UWO's 42 yard
line. The Mustangs then drove to
WLU's 32 yard line, where at
10:26 of the second quarter,
Mustang running back Rob
Stewart, scampered his way into
the endzone to put UWO ahead 7-
3.
On Laurier's next series
quarterback Rod Philp tossed an
option pass to Andy Cecchini at
the UWO 29 yard line. Cecchini
fumbled the ball, his first of two
on the afternoon, and Western's
Tony Whyte recovered. With
2:13 to play in the second quarter
the Hawk defense shut down the
ensuing Western drive but on the
punt return, Neil Chin, made a
rookie mistake and fumbled the
ball away to Western on Laurier's
one yard line. Western fullback,
John Wright, ran to his left three
plays later for a touchdown and
with the convert made the score
14-3.
Just before halftime though,
Philp was able to lead the offense
to Western's 27 yard line where
Rainey kicked a field goal to
make the score 14-6.
In the third quarter, Cecchini,
who had 130 yards on 17 carries
on the game, ran 25 yards down
the left sideline to Western's one
yard line. He then scored WLU's
only touchdown on a pitchout
from Philp. On the conversion at-
tempt the Mustangs were offside
so the Hawks attempted a 2 point
conversion and Joe Nastasiuk
nabbed a Philp pass to make it
successful, and even the score at
14-14.
Western attempted two field
goals from 31 and 37 yards out in
the third quarter but was success-
ful only on the shorter one.
Ahead 18-14 the Mustangs never
relinquished the lead. With just
33 seconds remaining in the
quarter Western successfully
faked a punt and gained a first
down at midfield. Western
quarterback then found Mark
Regan in the end zone behind
Laurier defensive back Tony Wil-
son to increase Western's lead to
25-14.
In the fourth quarter,
Laurier's comeback hopes were
dashed with three turnovers. At
9:54, Philp mishandled the ex-
change from center Brian Breck-
Come one! Come all! It's time to gang up on a Mustang. Unfortunately for the football Hawks on)
Saturday, this sight was not common enough as the Western Mustangs outdueled the Hawks
send over 5000 Homecoming fans home sad. £ord ph oto by gteve sjder
The SpiritHawnks:
APlucky Pack ofScholarly Players
By Brad Lyon
You heard them at last year's
Yates Cup final. You heard them
at the Homecoming football game
last weekend. You will hear them
all throughout the upcoming bas-
ketball season.
Who are these 15 intrepid
beings who bravely march out
onto playing fields and courts
across Ontario, carrying nothing
but their instruments and sheet
music, but bringing much needed
musical interludes to tense
athletic events?
They are the WLU Spirit
Hawnks. (yes, it is spelled cor-
rectly)
The name was chosen last
year as part of a contest put on by
the Athletic Department to name
the band. Cam Mcßae of the
Psychology Department sub-
mitted the winning entry, al-
though I personally think the sug-
gestion of yours truly, The
Squ'hawkers, was much belter.
Although formed during the
1987-88 school year, band leader
and director Brad Roberts consid-
ers this year to be the true in-
augural session. Last year, the
band only played during the
Yates Cup and basketball season.
This season, though, with
Homecoming already under their
belts, the band members are look-
ing forward to playing at many
more sporting events involving
Laurier squads, as well as the
Athletic Banquet.
The Hawnks are funded ex-
clusively by the Athletic Depart-
ment. As part of its budget, the
Department has provided
sweaters, a snare drum, and also
pays for some transportation for
the band to Hawk away games. A
bass drum has also been provided
by the Department, and eventual-
ly it will have the Hawk logo em-
blazoned for fans to see.
Despite the generous funding
and instruments provided by the
Athletic Department, one prob-
lem thai continues to plague the
Hawnks is that its members must
supply their own instruments if
they wish to join the band. For
this reason, most of the band con-
sists of music students, many of
them in their freshmen year at
Laurier. According to Roberts,
the ideal number of band mem-
bers would be 30, thereby allow-
ing for two full complements of
musicians. But, "a big problem is
instruments."
Even though the Hawnks have
only been in existence for less
than one year, the reaction to
them has been quite positive. In
fact, Roberts explained that "sup-
port on campus has been fabu-
lous." The biggest accolades have
been lauded from the Athletic
Director, himself, Rich New-
brough, and have been backed up
with the financial support to al-
low improvement of the final pro-
duct.
At the moment, the Spirit
Hawnks have only been asked to
play during the football and bas-
ketball seasons, but that could
change. At present, they are in the
process of buying and learning
new music, so that they can play
for longer stretches at a time
without repeating large portions
of their repertoire.
Look for the Hawnks along
the sidelines at the next home
football game against the Water-
loo Warriors.
And a one, and a two, and a... The Laurier Spirit Hawnks made their first public appearance ot the
season at Homecoming on Saturday and, from a pure noise viewpoint, outplayed the Mustang band
even though the Mustangs are roughly double the size of the Hawnks. Cord Photo by Brad Lyon
Continued on page 18
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HawksoftheWeek
Tom Vegvalka (Soccer)
First year striker Tom Vegvalka
scored a hat-trick in Saturday's
win against Ryerson replacing the
injured Roy Abraham. A talented
rookie, Tom added another goal
Sunday against Guelph.
Tania Rusynyk (Soccer)
Rookie left-winger Tania
Rusynyk got her team started
with the first goal in the Brock
victory, and scored the loan Lady
Hawk goal in -Sunday's loss to
McMaster, to claim her second
Hawk of the Week title.
Golfers emerge just above par
By Mary Anne deBoer
Last Tuesday's Waterloo Invitational Golf
Tournament demonstrated one thing to Laurier's
golf team coach, Mike Belanger --"We are very
competitive."
The Waterloo tourney served as Belanger's op-
portunity to get a good look at the potential mem-
bers of his squad that would represent Laurier at the
OUAA championships. Out of the twenty-six gol-
fers that initially showed an interest in finding the
greens for the Golden Hawks, the best sixteen
players, comprising three teams which represented
Laurier, were entered into this qualifying round.
In competition against ten other teams,
Laurier's representatives placed fourth, sixth, and
seventh. Queen's University won the tournament
with the University of Guelph coming in second. In
total, seven universities participated.
According to Belanger, "It was an off day to
play because of the weather but still we had some
good players." Playing to a course par of 68, Paul
Halyk had the low score of 72, while David Holle
came in second with a 73. David Vogel and Rob
Dobson tied for third with a score of 76.
The five players who qualified for the team this
year are Paul Halyk, Dave Holle, Dan Marsden,
Mark Walker, and Steve Koblynik. The two
alternate players are Dave Vogel and Tim Dilworth.
The linksters will be playing September 29 and
30 in the OUAA semi-finals. Here, the team's ob-
jective will be to qualify for the championship
round which Laurier will be hosting at Westmount
Golf and Country Club on October 12 and 13. Al-
though Laurier's golfers did not do so well last
year, Belanger seems to be "cautiously optimistic"
about this year's charges.
WellLookee Here,A Quiz
By Dave Agnew
QUESTIONS:
1. Name the Cincinnati Reds pitcher who recently tossed a perfect
game.
2. Who is the coach of the Detroit Pistons?
3. Name the standardbred racehorse that paced the fastest mile ever
last week in Lexington, Kentucky.
4. Who is the general manager of the Quebec Nordiques?
5. How many gold medals did Matt Biondi of the USA win in the
Olympics swimming competition?
6. Who is the only American Leaguer to hit a grand-slam in
baseball's All-Star game?
7. Tie Domi of the Toronto Maple Leafs was drafted for his fighting
skills. What was his reputed fight record with the Peterborough
Petes?
8. Where is the Donny Lalonde/Sugar Ray Leonard fight being held
on November 7?
9. Heading into last weekend's B.C. Open, who was the leading
money winner on the P.G.A tour?
10. What NL baseball team holds the record for the most extra-inning
victories in a season?
ANSWERS:
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0 TIRED OF WORKING EVENINGS AND 4
$ WEEKENDS? ?
0 ENJOY THE BENEFITS OF BEING AN j
\ OLSTEN TEMPORARY \
0 Use your schedule to your advantage, \t make your days off, pay offl \
4 OLSTEN OFFERS: I
4 -Weekly pay 44 -Immediate assignments j
5 -Valuable work experience 4
4 -Potential summer employment 4
4 FIND OUT HOW CALL:
OLSTEN SERVICES ?
5 W« know how to help 112S 32 Duke St East, Suite 200 4
112 Kitchecvei Ont, N2H 2L7
Thesis
Management
Workshop
Are you concerned about writing a major paper orthesis
in the near future ?
Join us forthe first oftwo Thesis Management Workshops:
Part 1 : GETTING STARTED
Tuesday, October4th
7:00 - 8:00 p.m.
Location: L-234 (Library)
Part 2: "Keeping Going", will be held early next semester.
Call Ext. 2338 for more information.
Workshop Leader: Maryann Kope
He has touched
FUNNY BONE
Let him touch
y°ur
WICKS
will autograph his book
NO TIME TO WAVE GOOD-BYE
Thurs. Sept. 29th
12 noon
IN THE BOOK STORE
Soccer Hawks Chalk Up 2 More Shutouts
By Stephan Latour
Reality laid its cold and
clammy hands on the Ryerson
Rams Saturday at Bechtel Park as
they endured their annual soccer
lesson courtesy of the Laurier
Soccer Hawks.
Laurier 8 Ryerson 0
The large Homecoming
crowd was treated to a somewhat
strange affair marked by periods
of less-than-skillful soccer.
From the opening kickoff, the
Rams were seemingly in awe of
the devastating opportunists who
acted as hosts for the afternoon.
In fact, only five minutes had
elapsed when a free kick from the
right side was sent across to Joe
Formica, who came charging in
to head the ball past the keeper.
Shortly after Formica's tally, Rob
Horvath upped the score to 2-0,
taking a long pass on the left side,
and netting a hard shot.
Following these early goals,
came a period of roughly-hewn
soccer with neither side being
able to make much headway.
Later in the half, Laurier opened
a 3-0 lead as rookie Tom Vej-
valka found himself on a
breakaway before ripping a bullet
into the lower left corner.
Minutes later Peter Mackie's
samba with the ball just about
sent him into the clear, but a
Ryerson defender managed to
stave off goal number four for at
least a few minutes. Prior to the
half, though, the Rams fell behind
by four. Frank Agnagnostopolus
let fly with a scorcher from the
right side into a crowded box.
Vejvalka capitalized on the
rebound, for his second of the
day.
Anyone who thought the
Hawks were going to sit on this
lead were disillusioned in the sec-
ond half, as Laurier continued to
apply pressure. Number five
came when Mike Cheravety took
advantage of some defensive con-
fusion after a hard shot, to head
the ball into the net.
The crowd chanted for more,
and Lucky Chhina refused to let
the fans go home disappointed,
setting up the sixth marker with a
long run down the left side.
Chhina's accurate cross in front
of the net allowed Vejvalka to tal-
ly his first university hat-trick on
a header.
Lucky Chhina notched the
seventh goal after a stupendous
effort by Roy Abraham caught
the Ram defense napping, while
Ford Krauss closed out the scor-
ing two minutes from time, by
ripping a shot into the lower left
corner from inside the box.
Coach Barry Lyon was ec-
static at his charges' effort on the
afternoon because "it's nice to see
the freshmen score goals and pro-
duce up front. Tom [Vejvalka]
will be a good player. He chases
and works hard, and will comple-
ment Roy Abraham who is a fi-
nesse player."
Laurier 3 Guelph 0
Twenty-four hours later,
though, Lyon was not nearly as
content.
On Sunday, the Hawks faced
the Guelph Gryphons who,
despite losing, gave Laurier a dif-
ficult time. This match was a
hard-fought affair, consisting of
consistently poor play. Apart
from the three Laurier goals,
which illuminated the match
briefly, the game was all thud and
blunder.
Laurier scored its first goal at
the 20 minute mark. Agnag-
nostopolus crossed the ball into
the box, and Abraham picked it
up after the goalie mishandled the
ball. Despite the scoring effort,
though, the Hawk offense looked
disorganized, something of con-
cern to coach Lyon.
In the second half, Guelph
caught the Laurier defense nap-
ping on several occasions. How-
ever their efforts were stymied by
Joe Formica, who sparked the
Hawks all afternoon.
Laurier managed to score in
the sixtieth minute when Michael
Krauss and Abraham completed a
nice give and go, then passed it to
Agnagnostopolus who finished
the combination with a nice shot
The next 20 minutes were ag-
gravating, though. The Hawks
employed several risky passes,
gave up several turnovers and,
generally, lacked the harmony it
takes to play powerful soccer.
However, with ten minutes
remaining, Vejvalka found him-
self a step ahead of the Gryphon
defense, and he triggered a shot
from the top right of the box into
the far left corner, giving the
Hawks their 3-0 victory.
In this game, the team was far
from perfect and some work must
be done to be able to face West-
ern and Windsor on the Hawks'
first road trip of the season this
weekend.
Infirmary Update: The Laurier
hospital is filling quickly. Henry
Bout is out for 4-6 weeks with a
cracked fibula.... Peter Mackie
suffered a bruised ankle on the
weekend, while Kevin Kuppers
has some ligament damage in his
knee. The extent of Kuppers in-
jury is not known, as yet.
In 1987, a veteran Hawk soccer squad won the Blackwood Cup, emblematic of the Ontario
championship, and travelled all the way to the national finals before losing to Victoria. If the
Hawks are to retrace their steps this season, they will have to do so with no less than 10 rookies in
the line-up. Above, we present the faces of three of these freshmen. Can you name them?
Cord Photo by Tim Sulliva
Laurier's Elite Honour Athletic Greats
Dinner a jaunt down memory lane
By Brad Lyon
"When we put on the purple and gold, we were
good, we were damn good."
With this proud proclamation Doug Smith, for-
mer Laurier football great and professional with the
Montreal Alouettes, led a parade of six of Laurier's
biggest names from days gone by into the WLU
Sports Hall of Fame.
Smith continued his acceptance speech to say,
"This school produced champions. We had charac-
ter." That was certainly exemplified in the men and
woman who were inducted into the Hall of Fame on
Friday at the Waterloo Inn.
The Hall of Fame dinner served as the kick-off
event for last weekend's Homecoming festivities.
The evening was filled with assorted reminiscences,
and a few jibes along the way as people remem-
bered the names of those who helped establish
Laurier as an athletic power in Canadian university
sports.
Smith was joined on the podium by some very
impressive ex-players. Rob Etherington, played
football between 1972-74; Kyra Kristenson-Irvine,
basketball, 1967-71; Scott Fraser, soccer, 1980-83;
and, Terry Thompson, hockey, 1980-83.
For Thompson and Fraser, their nominations
were particularly satisfying since they were ac-
cepted in their first year of eligibility for induction.
In the words of Athletic Director Rich Newbrough,
"That shows how great they were as players when
they were here."
But the largest round of applause and a standing
ovation were reserved for the man responsible for
bringing Laurier its only CIAU national
championship, Howard Lockhart. Lockhart coached
the basketball Hawks between 1966 and 1970, and
led them to the national title in 1967 in Antigonish,
Nova Scotia. The very next season, he and his
charges returned to the brink of being national
champions, again, only to be defeated in the finals.
This year's inductees join a long list of former
WLU greats who have entered the Hall since it was
established three years ago.
Fine Crop ofRookies
Lay Base for Future
By Stephan Latour
This year's edition of the Soccer Hawks has many new faces in
the line-up who deserve to be introduced since they will be with the
Hawks for the next few years, and will be instrumental in any future
Hawk success on the playing field.
One of the most impressive rookies so far this year is Tom Vej-
valka, 18, who has scored four goals this season. A product of
Dundas United, Tom has a difficult task in filling the role of a power-
ful striker.
Several other freshmen have impressed already this season. Mid-
fielder Ford Krauss hails from the Kitchener City Soccer Club. An-
other good player is Paul Miatello who "hopes to get a major in soc-
cer." He played soccer for St. Catherines Roma prior to his stint at
WLU.
The biggest addition to the squad is defender Angelo Mikalis, "the
gallant tank." A product of mom's good food and the York Jets,
Angelo hopes to do some physical damage.
Others rookies include Nenad Mandic, who joins the Hawks from
the ranks of Red Star Belgrad in Yugoslavia. Another import is
Michael Krause, who hails from West Germany, via a stint in Win-
nipeg, and a tryout with the Winnipeg Fury of the Canadian Soccer
League. From the Guelph Youth League comes Rob Horvath, a left
winger. As well, London Roma produced Hawk recruit Mark
Colafranceschi, who is attending Laurier to acquire his business de-
gree. Rounding off the list are biology student Darrel McCloud from
St. Thomas, and Steve Howard from Oshawa Turul.
This group of talented young men hope to enhance the Laurier
soccer Hawk attack this season. Vejvalka and Krauss have already
began to impress the coaching staff, particularly with their per-
formances against Ryerson on the weekend.
With the slough of injuries that the Hawks have experienced this
season, it is quite possible that several of these new faces in the Hawk
line-up will get a chance to show their stuff a little earlier and more
regularly than they originally planned. At any rate, they will have to
gel with the returning nucleus of starters who led the Hawks to their
Blackwood Cup championship last season.
Their performances so far have provided little evidence that the
Hawks cannot maintain the standing achieved last year, and return to
the national finals.
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les at WLU's 40 yard line. At
7:40, Cecchini broke one tackle
but was hit hard by a second tack-
ier and lost the ball on UWO's 10
yard line. Then at 4:17, Philp who
completed 22 of 39 pass attempts
for 268 yards had a pass deflected
at Western's three yard line and
then intercepted by a Mustang de-
fender who had fallen down on
the play. Laurier then gave up a
safety touch late in the game to
finish out the scoring.
Laurier played a game that
they could have won had they
avoided the turnovers. They
gained 404 yards and held West-
ern to 336 yards. The offense
finally showed it has the capabil-
ity to move the ball against a
good defensive team. Kicker
Steve Rainey appears to have
regained his confidence. The
defense allowed Western quarter-
back Jon Jurus to complete 10 of
14 passes for 192 yards, but
Western often began their drives
with good field position thus put-
ting more pressure on the defend-
ers.
This week the Hawks will
play in Windsor against the Lan-
cers, a tough club to beat on their
own turf. They have a strong
rushing game with Chris Porter, a
top running back in the OUAA.
The Hawks need to win this Sat-
urday and if they can play with a
strong run defense and avoid
turnovers on offense they will
come home with the victory.
RugbyHawksBadgerBrock
By Peg Van Wonderen
The Laurier Rugby Hawks Varsity Squad continued their strong
early season play on Saturday in downing the Brock Badgers 19-12at
St. Catherines.
The varsity team opened the scoring early in the first half with a
penalty goal from Laurier's lan Allison. First half action Hawk scor-
ing action also saw a try by Rob Tallis, and a conversion by Allison.
Brock responded to the Hawk outburst with a penalty goal, try and
conversion of their own. At the half, the score was knotted at 9-9.
The Hawks' Tom Schneider began the second half action with a
try. Brock responded quickly with a penalty goal. With 13 minutes
remaining, WLU's Gord Young cashed in on a try, to put the Hawks
ahead for good. Allison capped the scoring with the conversion.
In the second match of the day, the Club Team also came home
victorious, without even taking to the field. Brock forfeited the game
due to injuries preventing them from fielding a squad.
Next action for the Rugby Hawks sees them hosting the Univer-
sity of Toronto on Saturday at 1 pm, completing a busy week in
which they play two matches. Yesterday, the Hawks encountered
their down-the-street rivals Waterloo Warriors.
SCOREBOARD
OUAA Football
Results:
September 23
McMaster 34, Toronto 30
September 24
Western 27,LAURIER 14
Guelph 31, Waterloo 14
Windsor 28, York 1
Upcoming Games:
LAURIER at Windsor (October 1)
LAURIER at Guelph (October 6)
OWIAA Soccer
Results:
September 21
LAURIER 4, Brock 0
Western 2, Windsor 1
Waterloo 1, Guelph 0
September 24
McMaster 5, Guelph 0
Waterloo 1, Windsor 0
Western vs Brock ppd
Upcoming Gaines:
LAURIER at Windsor (October 2)
McMaster atLAURIER (October 5)
September 25
McMaster 2, LAURIER 1
Brock 4, Windsor 0
OUAA Soccer
Results:
September 21
Ryerson 3, Guelph 1
September 24
LAURIER 8, Ryerson 0
Western 3, Brock 1
Waterloo 2, Windsor 1
Guelph 0, McMaster 0
September 25 Upcoming Games:
LAURIER 3, Guelph 0 LAURIER atWestern (October 1)
McMaster 1,Ryerson 0 LAURIER atWindsor (October 2)
Western 1, Waterloo 0 McMaster at LAURIER (October 5]
Windsor 3,Brock 0
OUAA Rugby
Results:
September 24
LADRIER 19, Brock 12
Trent 16, Toronto 9
Waterloo 44, RMC 0
Upcoming Games:
Toronto atLAURIER (October 1)
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Fumble Fest Continued from page 15
Team GP W L T F A Pts
Guelph 3 3 0 0 102 33 6
Western 3 3 0 0 99 30 6
Toronto 3 2 1 0 72 45 4
LAURIER 3 2 1 0 57 49 4
Windsor 3 1 2 0 45 46 2
McMaster 3 1 2 0 60 86 2
York 3 0 3 0 23 92 0
Waterloo 3 0 3 0 17 94 0
Team GP W L T F A Pts
Wesiern 3 3 0 0 7 1.6
McMaster 4 3 1 Oil 56
Waterloo 4 3 1 0 3 2 6
LAURIER 4 2 2 0 7 3 4
Guelph 3 1 2 0 4 8 2
Brock 4 1 3 0 6 9 2
Windsor 4040 111 0
Team GP W L T F A Pis
LAURIER 5 5 0 0 19 1 10
Western 5 4 1 0 10 4 8
Windsor 5 3 2 013 5 6
McMaster 5 2 2 1 3 5 5
Waterloo 5 1 2 2 5 9 4
Guelph 5 1 2 2 3 7 4
Ryerson 5 1 4 0 4 19 2
Brock 5 0 4 1 2 9 1
Team GP W L T F A Pis
Waterloo 2 2 0 0 48 0 4
Trent 2 2 0 0 31 22 4
Toronto 2 1 1 0 31 19 2
LAURIER 2 1 1 0 32 27 2
Brock 2 0 2 0 12 23 0
RMC 2 0 2 0 3 66 0
IN EVERY CASE,AT
33/3% OFF,ITWOULD
BE A CRIME NOT TO
TAKE THE TRAIN! mMy
WIN A FREE UNLIMITED ImJS
TRAIN TRAVEL PASS
It's no mystery really. As a student, you can travel Canada between Toronto and Kingston (520 km return) based on one Clip here and place in Entry box at your Campus Newspaper Office.
with VIA™ this semester and save 33'/3%* OFF on VIA Coach trip per week could be worth $1,560. —
faies. You could also qualify to win a VIA FREE TRAVEL PASS! c d , t VIA , , il(v(li„.. fß[[ "JAs a prize winner, your Free Pass would entitle you to FREE, mid-term breaks... Christmas holidays... study sessions... , V , CI Dl ... ,
UNRESTRICTED and UNLIMITED TRAIN TRAVEL to and from the comfort... convenience... the time to unravel life's great en e
' my nome,he drDWI "8 ,or 0 VIA fREE TRAVEL PASS
Canadian destination of your choice I mysteries with fellow students... and the opportunity to clue Student's Name I
The winner's Free Pass is good for one academic year (Oct. 22, ' n on 'an,as, 'c savings!
1988 to May 22, 1989). The prize value depends on the dis- . .. mnn \i Address l ' I ' I I M II 11 II I N I
tance of the destination selected. For example, a Free Pass This Olter VQUQ Until October 14, 1988. I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
112"d" City I I I I I I I I I I Province I I I I 1 I I I
' | □□□□□□ U_U.L_L_ULLLU |
Postal Code Tel. No '
1 lam a full-time student at '
| Name of institution
. " I win theFREE PASS, my chosen trip departure point will be and my |
' Complete prize draw rules are on display at all VIA stations and on the Entry box at your I
Registered trademark of VIA Rail Canada Inc. — J
_ ■ - ■ _ • _■ r .a • •_ •m mru >■ ■ The Free Train Travel Poss is non-transferable and is based on Coach farei. Travel is subjetr to space availability and your student card must be presentedTake the tram. There s nothing quite likeit! /—£ you travel
"Trademark ofVIA Rail Canada Inc
'
P^Ti"01 ,'oppli<°i! e ""J™!?' s °nd S,u "do» s 5e ' wT ' 2 00-18:00 hours for intercity trips (Ouebec Windsor), (Halifox Fredericton) and IMoncfon-Lompb«lton) except when travelling to o station outsideabove territory, AND not applicable onall Train services from December 18 toJanuary 4, 1989indusive.
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PERSONALS OOH wah wah! What a WELCOME to all the new
ARTICLES FOR SALE WORD Processing: Fast, COUNSELLING Ser-
• hq«hi qll Pubbers. accurate will pick up and vices: Tues. Oct. 4 ThesisAIESEC-WLU is chal- PoiißopUpH Ru . . , Miranda, Frank, Tracy and C-64 Software: Classic deliver on campus. Will Management: "Gettinglenging all campus clubs TK lirSf| av lan: Look in the mirror chess computer. Best of- make spelling and minor Started" 7-8 pm, room L-
to a food drive October 3- ' every morning and tell fer. Call: 743-1909 grammer corrections 234, ext. 2338 for pre-
8. Talk to your clubs exec WATERBUFFALO yourselves you're great! HELP WANTED (English Grad) Call registration & more info,
or see posters for more Trivia: This week's Mark: You're just a Suzanne at 886-3857. Tues.Oct.4 Mature Stu-
info. Prize for top club. question- name the " class"y guy to have K-W Symphony needs dents Only...informal
HAGEN 2 x chocolate ice nightclub where Fred was around. bright, articulate, dedi- WORD Processing. Fast, planning meeting for fu-
cream, ice, M&M's you to perform the dance The Vicki: Thanks for the pic cated telefundraisers. Part accurate and letter quality. ture activities. Join us
know who you are. We hrantic • on the beach. Really. time weekday evenings. Resumes, essays, theses, when you can 9:30-11 am
know what you want. NOOK: Let's not pook Ann-Marie: We wouldn't Hourly wage plus incen- business reports, etc. Free at Wilf s. For further into
Want some fudge? DUFF. this year! trust our money to anyone tives Training provided pickup and delivery. Call call Dianne: 747-3315
TIM Hon: Watch out for MORTY: A solid RUSH Pristine: Walk quietly Ca" : Jalie 754 - 47," Dianne, 576-1284. 5 Managing
those vacuum cleaners. program, well done. and carry a big stick (Nice TUTOR required: Trade QUALIFIED Typist: Dou- Exam Anxiety: 2:30-3:30
Luv, the Bunch. Stewart: looking forward to see you back). balance, exchange rate re- bi e Spaced essays $1.20 pm, room 4-110, call ext.
P.S.Turtle necks on sale at to a great pledge class Etta, Janet, Eddie and Kel- lated topics. Business guy per page. Will correct 2338 for pre-registration
K-Mart this week-$5.88. Beta. (P.S.Keep Rockstar jy. jj-p an(j t ??9 I've would like to discuss with spelling errors. Paper sup- & more info.
TO FRICK & FRACK of line > BC never T and Teed! Call Pamela 884 " COMMUNICATIONS
ECO 248/298. Question: QUAD ALPHA BETAS Jonathan: Nice to have w/8g6_ 5320 h/742-9789. CLUB: One Step Ahead.Is FRICK ever without Un-Sorority) Hey ou w'th us. Q ur get together is on
FRACK? women thanks for sticking Welcome aboard the PART-TIME, flexible UPCOMING EVENTS Thursday, Oct. 6! Come
PIG, Ton & Shark : Stay with me through my "deep MTTnMI , AOW
hours' sa
,
les and
— — up to the WUhson Lounge
tuned cable coming soon. depression". Here's to an ATTENTION.. A2W in men s formal wear FRENCH and Spanish jn th e Turret for some
Your 6Roomies awesome year! That goes needs 17 personable, store. Call Mrs.Stenton club wine and cheese pizza and get to meet
:
lor the SK's of Young & shapely females (preferab- 579-5420 party. Faculty lounge 7:00 some FUN, progressiveHI Talon (Cath): Wow lhe Hot CMcks on Mbm, ly human) to assist in Problems" pm Thursday' SeP l ' 29 ' people. You don't have tonow you re a real woman N0 Morals Ann. keeping us company on ; f
'°°
? Everyone Welcome! be a communicatons
shit! No more teeny bop-
,
——
-—-—— chilly autumn evenings. i>eeucu. muuvaicu, ma jnr vnn iIKt have tn he
per stuff. Lets do the lunch LOLA. Thanx or
being Ooops, sorry Nadine, eager people to join an ex- CAREER Services offers ahead'of your time'
thing Sunday at noon, if Somebody. Love, make that 16. citing new business con- several events each month.
y
_
you can drag your ass out Opus, xo JEFFY - Engineering is cePt- Full
or part-time. Drop by and look into the CANADIAN Federation
of bed for a lager and SO you had a wonderful over-rated. Arts is the
Call Andrew at 745-9286. workshops and seminars of University Women,
lime. Oh Ya Happy 20th summer and now you're place to be! By the way, WANTED: Volunteers for available. Kitchener-Waterloo, in-
B-Day. The Suit Case Stu- worried about a possible your 00 is going to die a "FRIENDS", a social ART Therapy Workshops: vites female university
dents the Little Druggie. pregnancy. For a free grisly death. Heh, heh. school program for chil- L earn a bout a career in graduates to our second
phi Trie "Hav! pregnancy test, medical theGM. dren in K-W
& area Art Therapy while partici- meeting: "So you want to
ff d h aid, and practical help call
——
,
„
schools. Rewarding expe- na tinp in a "hands nn publish a book . Speaker:off your Rump and Bir hn 579. 3990
P MCFLY: Chu maka me rience for inlerested stu. P «"J ' a where no prior C. Rooke (poet).Mooove on over to the * sjckH , c u -FRIENDS " workshop prior oct.lB, 8 pm, Hilliard
DRAMA CLUB booth. I ROB SHEA: You're my JOHN: No, Adam & Eve 742.4380 Tue & Thu
art ba^k Srou "d * neces- Hall> Fim United Church>wouldn't Rib ya, or Steer conquest, xo Slave. didn't have navals, but c 'm;t
'
pc
'
,
Waterloo. For more in-
ya in the wrong direction!" GLEN from A 2 WlUison: they did have leaves. Does SERVICES Fee: 5P2000 formation, call Nola Wil-
SO, did Heidi say yes? Experienced Icebreaker ab ° Ut 3 FAST, accurate typist will Toronto Art Therapy In- hams 746-0643.
BEANO: You drive too
™ s?f?. fto o"®nt y ou 10 ~~~~~ ~—rT~Tr:— type essays, theses, stitute, 216 St.Clair AUDITIONS for Theatre
fast Chang You get a
e' x 0 sa BEN. Why steroids... resumes, etc. Call Lyn at Ave.W M4V IR2 Phone: Laurier 2:30 pm. Room
ticket! Pharmo. DAVE D: Yer beautiful. C CARL: You're a dick! 742-6583. 924-6221. IE 1. All Welcome.
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